Abstract: This paper presents a simulation experiment comparing the Single Stage, Single Product Base Stock (BS), Traditional Kanban Control System (TKCS) and Extended Kanban Control System (EKCS). The results showed that BS incurs the highest cost in all scenarios; while EKCS is found to be effective only in a very niche scenario. TKCS is still a very powerful factory management system to date; and EKCS did not perform exceptionally well. The only time EKCS did outperform TKCS was during low demand arrival rates and low Backorder (C b ) and Shortage costs (C s ). That is because during then, it holds no stock. The most important discovery made here is that EKCS becomes TKCS once it has base stock (or dispatched kanbans). The results have also evinced the strength of the pure kanban system, the TKCS over BS. Hence managers using BS should consider upgrading to TKCS to save cost.
Introduction
Kanban is a Japanese word for card. A Kanban Control System (KCS) is a production mechanism that uses kanbans, or production authorization cards, to control the Work-In-Process (WIP) of the production floor. Once a customer demand arrives, the kanban that was previously attached to the finished part is removed and sent back, upstream, to re-initiate the manufacturing production process. This happens simultaneously while the finished part is being shipped to the customer.
Traditional Kanban Control System (TKCS)
The Traditional Kanban Control System (TKCS) was first proposed by Sugimori, Kusunoki, Cho, and Uchikawa (1977) . Figure 1 shows a Single Stage production line controlled by the TKCS. By Single Stage, we mean that the Manufacturing Process (MP) contains only a Single Server. The number of kanbans limit the WIP. This system is the most famous pull mechanism in the world today (Monden, 1998) . It limits the amount of inventory at each stage, such that the maximum WIP is only equal to the number of kanbans circulating in that stage.
Referring to Figure 1 , the TKCS operates as follows: When a customer demand arrives at the system it joins Customer Demand Queue D 1 , requesting the release of a finished product from Output Buffer B 1 to the customer.
At that time there are two possibilities:
1. If a part is available in Output Buffer B 1 (which is initially the case), the finished is released to the customer. At the same time, the kanban that was attached to it will be detached. Then, this kanban is transferred upstream to the Undispatched Kanban Queue K 1 , carrying with it a demand signal for the production of a new finished part. Sugimori et al. (1977)) 2. Otherwise, if no parts are available in Output Buffer B 1 , the demand is backordered and the customer is left waiting in the Customer Demand Queue D 1 ; until such a time a new part is completed and placed in Output Buffer B 1 . The newly finished part will be released to the customer instantly and the detached kanban will be transferred back to Kanban Queue K 1 .
The Output Buffer B 0 represents the raw material inventory buffer, in which it is assumed to carry infinite stock, while the Manufacturing Process is denoted by MP. The advantage of the kanbans in TKCS is that it acts as a form of feedback, assisting coordination between stages. Another advantage is that it sets a limit on WIP levels at each stage. However, demand signal blockage can sometimes occur, since demand can only flow upstream if the downstream demand is satisfied. In addition, the kanban provides no instantaneous transmission of demand information to all production stages, neither does it set a limit on the WIP for the entire production line. Lastly, this system does not respond well to long-term demand fluctuations (Monden, 1983 ). Figure 2 shows the Base Stock (BS) System. It was first proposed by Clark and Scarf (1960 The Base Stock (BS) System operates as follows: When the system is in its initial state (before any demands arrive), Buffer B 1 contains S number of base stocks of finished products. Buffer B 0 is the components buffer and is assumed to contain an infinite quantity of components. One advantage of the Base Stock (BS) system is that it sets a target level of production in the Output Buffer B 1 , by bounding it with a Base Stock level, S. That is, the MP will stop producing once the Output Buffer B 1 contains S parts. Another advantage of this system is that there is no demand information blockage, due to the assumption of instantaneous transmission of demands to all production stages.
Base Stock (BS)
One disadvantage of this system is that, though the output buffers are bounded by the base stock level, the WIP levels in each stage are unbounded. That is, this system does not set a limit on the WIP levels; neither in each stage nor for the entire production line. Thus, if a stage fails, the demand process will continue to remove parts from the output buffer, and the machines downstream of the failed machine will operate normally until it becomes starved of parts to process. The upstream stages will continue to receive direct demand information and will operate to release parts as usual leading to an unbounded buildup inventory in front of the failed machine. Another disadvantage is that this system has no feedback, and hence there is no coordination between stages. Figure 3 shows the Extended Kanban Control System (EKCS). It is a hybrid of both the TKCS and BS.
Extended Kanban Control System (EKCS)
In the initial state, the Output Buffer B 1 contains S amounts of finished parts, with a kanban attached to every part. And the raw material buffer, Buffer B 0 is assumed to contain infinite number of components. One advantage of EKCS is that there is an instantaneous transmission of demand. When a demand arrives at the system, it is immediately broadcasted to every stage in the system. This implies that each stage in the system knows immediately the need for production of a new part in order to replenish the finished-product buffer. Another advantage of EKCS is the decoupling of kanbans and demand signals. This means that a demand signal moves independently of a kanban, and can be released earlier to upstream stages.
A disadvantage of EKCS is that kanbans are freed later in EKCS. A kanban is detached only after it proceeds out of the output buffer. Lastly, the EKCS doesn't respond well to long-term demand fluctuations (Dallery, 2000) .
Literature Review

Overview of Kanban Control Systems (KCS)
The TKCS was first proposed by Sugimori et al. (1977) . BS was first proposed by Clark and Scarf (1960) and EKCS was first proposed by Dallery (2000) . They have been described in the previous Section 1 Introduction. There are many other types of KCS and they will be briefly mentioned here.
CONWIP stands for CONstant Work-In-Process. This system was first proposed by Spearman, Woodruff, and Hopp (1990) . This is a pull system as it limits Work-In-Process (WIP) via cards similar to kanbans (W. J. Hopp & Spearman, 2004) . The number of CONWIP cards represents the total WIP allowed. When the preset WIP is reached, no new parts can be released into the system until finished parts have been discharged. CONWIP can also be seen as a single kanban cell encompassing all stages (Boonlertvanich, 2005) . That is, a SS/TKCS is equivalent to a SS/CONWIP system. CONWIP control is executed only at the entry of the manufacturing system.
The Generalized Kanban Control System (GKCS) was first proposed by Buzacott (1989) . GKCS sets a limit on WIP levels at each stage. Kanbans and demand signals are coupled together and both of them have to be present in an authorization queue before parts can move downstream. However, the presence of the authorization queue means additional waiting time. GKCS does suffer from demand information blockage. Demands can only flow upstream if there is a kanban in K i . Also, no instantaneous transmission of demand information exists to all production stages. Lastly, GKCS doesn't respond well to longterm demand fluctuations. These factors, including its complicated structure, help explain why GKCS has not become popular (Boonlertvanich, 2005) .
CONWIP Kanban (CK) was first proposed by Bonvik, Couch, and Gershwin (1997) . It was proposed to leverage on the advantages of both the CONWIP and the TKCS. The advantage of CONWIP Kanban is that the WIP is controlled for the entire production line as well as the individual stages. This limits excessive inventory build-up in front of a machine if it fails. Since it has the CONWIP element, shop floor managers also get to dictate part number sequence and schedule priority jobs first, thereafter allowing the following stages to "pull" the parts downstream. With two kinds of cards, this system has lots of feedback. However, having two types of cards also mean more complications, since workers on the factory floor may have accidental mix ups. There is no instantaneous transmission of demand signals and the systems doesn't respond well to long-term demand fluctuations (Bonvik et al., 1997) .
Extended CONWIP Kanban (ECK) was first proposed by (Boonlertvanich, 2005) . It is a combination of BS, CONWIP, and TKCS, and is supposed to encapsulate the advantages of all three systems. The kanban is freed earlier in ECK than in other systems, since its detached right after the part leaves a MP. There is also an instantaneous transmission of demand. Since it has the CONWIP element, managers get to dictate part number sequence and schedule priority jobs; the following stages "pull" the parts downstream. ECK also sets a limit on WIP levels for the entire production line, while at the same time maintaining the WIP level for each stage. There are lots of feedbacks in this system. CONWIP cards feedback from the last to the first stage, while kanban cards coordinate every stage. Another advantage is that there is a target inventory level (the base stock) set at every stage's output buffer. However, the ECK is more complicated than more traditional systems not only because of its structure, but also because there are two types of cards to handle. Lastly, it doesn't respond well to long-term demand fluctuations (Boonlertvanich, 2005) .
The Flexible Kanban System (FKS) was first introduced by Gupta, Al-Turki, and Perry (1999) . They introduced this new system to cope with uncertainties and planned/unplanned interruptions. They demonstrated FKS's superiority by conducting four case examples which covered various uncertainties. After comparing the FKS's performance with the traditional JIT system, their claim was that in all the cases considered, the performance of their FKS was superior.
The Adaptive Kanban System (AKS) was first introduced by Tardif and Maaseidvaag (2001) . They introduced a new adaptive kanban-type pull control mechanism which determines when to release or reorder raw parts based on customer demands. They claimed that their system differs from the traditional kanban system in that the number of kanban cards is allowed to change with respect to the inventory and backorder levels. However, the number of cards in the system remains limited, restricting the amount of WIP in the system. They showed that their adaptive system can outperform the traditional kanban pull control mechanism while remaining easy to implement.
The Reactive Kanban System (RKS) was proposed by Takahashi, Morikawa, and Nakamura (2004) . Their paper proposed a reactive Just-In-Time (JIT) ordering system for multi-stage production systems with unstable changes in demand. They proposed a reactive controller of the buffer size which can detect unstable changes in the mean and variance of demand. It uses exponentially weighted moving average charts for detection. They placed numerous detection points at each inventory buffer to detect these unstable changes. The performance of their RKS is finally analysed using simulation experiments.
The Knowledge Kanban (KK) was proposed by Jou Lin, Frank Chen, and Min Chen (2013) . They proposed a KK system to enhance knowledge flow for a virtual Research and Development (R&D) process. The idea is to employ the kanban philosophy into R&D firms for quicker and easier access to knowledge. They claimed that their proposed system helps employees of these R&D firms reduce the cycle time of their work. First, they created a Virtual Enterprise (VE). Then, they designed a KK model to custom fit it. Finally, in their study, they claimed that KK system they created is an effective tool to facilitate knowledge creation, storage, transmission and sharing for R&D firms.
The latest E-Kanban paper was documented by Al-Hawari and Aqlan (2012) . In their paper, they developed a software application for an E-Kanban inventory control system; developed to track WIP inventory and finished goods in an aluminium factory. They claimed that after the current paper system is replaced with their E-Kanban system, data entry errors were minimized. Furthermore, their results showed that manufacturing lead time and WIP have been reduced by an average of 88% and 50%, respectively. They also built an accountability measure into their system to identify errors. Their system can generate reports about order information, aiding managers to make decisions based on realtime information.
Aghajani, Keramati, and Javadi (2012) studied a cellular manufacturing system controlled by kanban.
In their model, they included the possibility of defective items and rework. They used a Mixed-Integer Non Linear programming (MINLP) model to minimize total cost. Thereafter, their total cost model was used to determine the optimal number of kanbans and batch size. They also used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithms to lessen the large computational time for solving large MINLPs. They showed that both PSO and SA result in a near optimal solution but the PSO algorithm gives a better performance than the SA method.
Al-Tahat, Dalalah, and Barghash (2012) studied how to synchronize the flow of materials in a kanban controlled serial production line. Their production line is described as a queuing network; which they then made use of a Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm to solve it by decomposing it into several numbers of single-stage sub-production lines. A performance measure is then developed to determine and compare production parameters. Thereafter, they validated their results using the Pro Model discrete event simulator. They discovered that their performance measure had a very small error compared to their result. Thus, they claimed that their method was effective in synchronizing inventory with customer demands.
Comparison studies of Kanban Control Systems (KCS)
The true advantages of EKCS over BS and TKCS are still not properly addressed in the research literature. In this section, the literature that compares different types of KCS are reviewed. Karaesmen and Dallery (2000) used an optimal control framework to study the BS, TKCS and GKCS. They used a two-stage production system where demands arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λ and their MP have exponentially distributed service times with rate μi (i=1,2). However, their modeling approach has made it difficult for the analyses of inventory levels in the two separate stages because they used X 1 as a random variable to represent a combination of stage 1 output buffer and stage 2 MP. Usually, in literature, X 1 should denote the WIP of the first MP plus the first output buffer while X 2 denote the WIP of the second MP plus the second output buffer. Also, they did not use EKCS in their comparison because under the state space representation approach, the EKCS is a special case of the GKCS. Hence, scenarios which EKCS outperforms BS and TKCS are not clearly highlighted. Moreover, they did not compare their performances in terms of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
The latest comparison of pull control policies was done by Korugan and Çadırcı (2008) . They studied the four most common pull control systems: BS, TKCS, GKCS and EKCS, using a Markov Chain model to develop each of the four policies. These models were then analysed using a cost function, which was then minimized with respect to the control parameters of each control mechanism. Finally, results are obtained from numerical experiments and conclusions drawn. Even though the authors explicitly mentioned that the EKCS and GKCS displayed superior performance over the BS and TKCS, they did not show how this was done. Also, the pull models are not of standard tandem process lines. They included an additional remanufacturing process on top of the usual MP, which makes their analysis more complex.
Khuller (2006) 
Kanban Controlled Systems Optimization Models
This section briefly discusses models to optimize BS, TKCS and EKCS, all of which also assume Single Stage and Single Product (SS/SP) for consistency. Having models to optimize these systems are important because a fair comparison can then take place. If non-optimal systems were compared, their performance results would be inaccurate.
The most popular method to optimize BS was proposed by Zipkin (2000) later simplified by Wallace J. Hopp and Spearman (2008) Nori and Sarker (1998) cleverly devised a coefficient matrix, S, using standard techniques in stochastic processes (Ramakumar, 1993) from the rate of departures matrix, R. Then they use induction to generalize equations to obtain an expression for the ETC. In order to speed up the search process, they ascertain bounds for K. The algorithm proposed by Nori and Sarker (1998) to obtain, K* for TKCS has been coded in Matlab for comparison purposes.
Ang and Piplani (2010) have proposed a model for obtaining Optimal Base Stock, S*, and Optimal Number of Kanbans, K*, in a SS/SP/EKCS. In this research, our method will be used for optimizing the EKCS. Likewise, a Matlab program for this model has been written.
Simulation Experiment
Arena Simulation Model
TKCS, BS and EKCS were simulated in Arena Version 12. Figures I1 to I3 in Appendix I shows their snapshots respectively. These simulation models were developed based on their respective KCS schematics. Thus, SS/SP/BS ( Figure I1 ) corresponds to Figure 1 ; SS/SP/TKCS ( Figure I2 ) corresponds to Figure 2 and SS/SP/EKCS ( Figure I3 ) corresponds to Figure 3 . These models were simulated only after their respective optimal parameters were found. For example in BS case, the Optimal Base Stock, S*, was found using the method discussed in Section 3, coded in Matlab and simulations were run using the parameters described in Section 4.2. These steps are repeated for SS/SP/TKCS and EKCS.
Simulation Parameters
Simulation experiments are conducted under three scenarios (Table 1) : low, medium and high backorder and shortage costs, C b and C s . The holding cost, C h , is kept constant. MP rate is also constant, but the demand arrival rate is varied.
Before each scenario is simulated, Matlab was used to obtain optimal base stock, S* and kanban, K* for the three systems. Based on these optimal values, operation of SS/SP/EKCS, TKCS and BS is simulated in Arena simulation software. Finally, results are tabulated and compared in terms of Actual Total Cost (ATC).
In this experiment, Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for each KCS is Actual Total Cost (ATC). All other KPIs are translated into ATC. For example, 
Simulation Assumptions
Assumptions made in modelling the SS/SP/KCS were:
1. All systems produced only a single product.
2. One card kanban system was adopted.
3. The system produced no defective parts.
4. All systems had a single stage containing only one MP.
5. Each MP contained only one machine/server.
6. Machine setup times were zero.
7. No machine failures could occur.
8. Each machine could only process one part per unit time.
9. Parts were transported with negligible transfer time.
10. Demand signals and kanbans flowed instantaneously.
11. Parts followed a First In First Out (FIFO) dispatching policy at all machines and buffers.
12. Input material buffers had an infinite supply of component parts.
13. Demand arrivals followed a Poisson process.
14. All processing times at MPs were assumed to be exponentially distributed.
15. Each replication was run for one year.
16. Each simulation run was replicated 10 times.
17. The warm up period for each replication was three months.
The reason for using a three month warm up period was to eradicate any transient behaviour of the systems. Since each replication was chosen to run for one year, we discarded the results for the first quarter, selecting the steady-state results only at the beginning of the second quarter.
Results and Discussion
Figures 7 to 9 show the ATC of each system with varying demand arrival rates. The figures show that EKCS and TKCS outperform BS significantly by achieving a lower ATC. However, the most interesting insight is that the performance of EKCS does not differ much from that of TKCS. Referring to Figures 7 to 9, the most prominent difference is between BS and the other two systems. BS incurs the highest cost, followed by TKCS and EKCS. BS, by definition, keeps a pre-specified level of stock, thereby incurring higher inventory costs. Because BS follows a "push" production strategy, whilst EKCS and TKCS follow a "pull", BS will produce stock according to the demand arrival rate; the higher the arrival rate, the more stock it will produce. In fact, the popular optimization algorithm for BS (proposed by Zipkin (2000)) does not take into account the MP rate, as the idea is to stock up and prevent a stock-out situation.
On the other hand, TKCS and EKCS follow a lean philosophy. They produce only when needed and keep inventory low. Their optimization methods incorporate MP rates to obtain the utilization rate. The utilization rate represents the level of congestion in the system, and determines the optimal number of kanbans using Markov Chains. Since the number of kanbans defines WIP or "congestion" level, controlling it ultimately determines the inventory level.
EKCS and TKCS Performance Similarity
Looking at Figures 4 to 6, it can be noted that performance results of EKCS and TKCS differ very little. In fact, EKCS seems to imitate TKCS in almost all scenarios. On the surface, they look vastly different, with EKCS having something that TKCS doesn't, namely instantaneous transmission of demand. However, deeper analysis reveals that they aren't as different as they seem to be. Both their average inventory levels seem to hold almost equal amount of inventory; hence, their average backorders and customer waiting times are almost equal. This leads to their ATC being very close. They hold comparable inventory levels because their optimal number of dispatched kanbans is always the same. Dallery (2000) 
Dispatched kanbans between EKCS and TKCS
The number of kanbans calculated by optimization algorithms for EKCS and TKCS are almost equal. The number of dispatched kanbans in EKCS represents its "base stock" level, just as kanbans in TKCS represent the average inventory level. Logically, the more stock a system has, the higher its inventory level, but with lower backorders and customer waiting time, and vice versa. Hence, adding one more dispatched kanban is equivalent to increasing the base stock, and increasing holding cost, and thus ATC.
On the other hand, taking away one kanban lowers base stock by one, lowering holding cost, but incurring longer customer waiting time, thereby (possibly) increasing ATC again. This illustrates the need to balance holding costs and backorder/ shortage costs. The optimization algorithms used in this research seek the lowest ATC in all scenarios to compute optimal base stock, S* and/or number of kanbans, K*.
Undispatched kanban queue in EKCS: some comments
Proposers of EKCS have claimed that it is "leaner" than TKCS, as it uses its undispatched kanban queue to lower inventory, yet achieves optimal WIP. However, this research has shown that that does not result in EKCS outperforming TKCS; rather, its performance gets worse. This may be due to the following reasons:
1. By reducing the number of kanbans and placing them in the undispatched queue, average onhand inventory level is reduced, leading to higher backorder and shortage costs and ultimately, higher ATC, outweighing the benefits of lower stock. The proposers of EKCS had the idea of reducing stock by having the undispatched kanban queue locked away and used only when needed. But the moment EKCS has base stock, optimal EKCS becomes optimal TKCS, and optimal dispatched kanbans in EKCS make it analogous to TKCS.
2. Base stock in EKCS makes the undispatched kanbans redundant. Referring to Figure 3 , the only time the undispatched kanbans are allowed into the MP are in the event of demand arrivals. But demand arrivals are always accompanied by kanbans being passed from downstream stages, which are then placed behind these undispatched kanbans. Those kanbans in front of queue K 1 get attached to component parts, and are sent into MP (since there is already demand arrival in queue D 1 ). This brings the undispatched kanbans back to the original number. Looking back, the initial proposed role of undispatched kanbans in EKCS was to allow more WIP into MP. But it turns out that absolutely no benefit results, since the bottleneck is the MP rate. In other words, more WIP can be allowed into MP for EKCS, but MP can still only process one part per unit time.
3. Instantaneous transmission of demands in EKCS does not deliver any benefits, as kanbans in Queue K 1 already fulfil this role. This is not immediately clear. But upon closer examination of Figures 1  and 3 , the same thing can be observed for both systems: once a demand arrives, and there is a part in the output buffer, a component part is instantly sent into MP. Thus, with or without queue D 1 , EKCS behaves identically to TKCS. Of course, this is under the assumption of negligible kanban transfer time. Even if this assumption was relaxed and kanban transfer time was taken into account, it would still affect both systems the same way.
Study of Multiple Stage, Single Product Kanban Control Systems (MS/SP/KCS)
In a Two Stage SP/TKCS (Figure 7) , it features instant demand transmission to all stages upon a demand arrival, since its kanbans are transmitted to their individual stage MPs immediately (assuming a part is in the output buffer and instantaneous transmission of kanbans), even though demand arrives only at the final stage. This makes the role of instantaneous transmission of demands in a Two Stage SP/EKCS (Figure 8 ) redundant. That is, demand queues D 1 and D 2 are unnecessary. This is because if base stock exists in B 1 and B 2 , any demand arrivals will immediately transmit previously attached kanbans upstream, joining the undispatched kanban queues K 1 and K 2 . Those kanbans placed in front are then attached to component parts and sent into MP. In the end, the instantaneous demand queues are rendered unnecessary.
Comparison of TKCS and EKCS in Low Utilization Scenario
This section analyses scenarios under which EKCS may outperform TKCS. Further investigation (Figures 9 to 11) shows that below 50% utilization rate, for low backorder, C b , and shortage cost, C s , EKCS outperforms TKCS. However, medium and high C b and C s scenarios show negligible difference. As can be seen in Figure 9 , the cost difference between EKCS and TKCS is quite significant and worthy of further study. 
EKCS and TKCS: Some comments
The reason for the significant cost difference in Figure 9 is that EKCS has zero holding cost. EKCS can afford not to hold stock in its output buffer as:
1. The utilization rate is very low -below 50%.
This means that, most of the time, MP is idle and whenever demand arrives, it can produce at a fast rate to meet the demand. In contrast, Figure 7 shows that the gap starts to close at above 10 demand arrivals per day (or above 50% utilization), as MP gets increasingly congested. Stock is now needed to prevent backorders and to shorten customer waiting time. But the moment EKCS has base stock, it starts to behave like optimal TKCS.
2. The ratio of holding cost, C h to backorder, C b , and shortage cost, C s , is low. This implies that the cost incurred in holding stock in EKCS is comparable to the cost for backorders and shortages. So in this scenario, having lower stock proves to be less costly, and making customers wait leads to the same cost penalty as holding stock. TKCS, however, is forced to hold same amount of stock as the number of kanbans. Hence, even though EKCS and TKCS can both have same number of kanbans in their system-each having only one, TKCS attaches kanbans to real stock, whereas EKCS holds kanbans in the undispatched queue, which is converted into finished product only upon arrival of a demand.
The most important insight here is that the extra demand queue D 1 (Figure 3 ) in EKCS prevents undispatched kanbans from entering MP when there is no demand, thereby making EKCS a system with truly no inventory.
EKCS and TKCS: medium and high backorder, C b , and shortage Costs, C s , scenario
In medium to high C b and C s scenarios ( Figure 10 and 11), the gap between EKCS and TKCS is negligible. The key factor is whether EKCS holds base stock. In medium C b and C s scenario (C s =20×C h ), EKCS does not hold base stock, thus increasing shortage costs. This leads to higher costs for EKCS. EKCS, in this case, is still capable of remaining stockless and achieving a slightly lower cost than TKCS. In a high C b and C s scenario (C s =200×C h ), there is no difference in cost between EKCS and TKCS, as EKCS now has to hold base stock. It cannot be stockless anymore as the penalty for shortage is too high, leading to the identical ATC curves in Figure 11 
EKCS' performance: Final comments
If EKCS holds base stock, the undispatched kanbans become ineffective. But when EKCS does not hold base stock, the question becomes: would the undispatched kanbans still be useful? Once EKCS is stockless, the maximum number of undispatched kanbans required is only one, as the MP can only produce one part at a time. Increasing the number of un-dispatched kanbans allows more WIP into MP, but that only makes it more congested. In other words, even if more than one demand arrives simultaneously, the system only really needs one undispatched kanban, as the sole undispatched kanban can be sent back instantly to upstream queue K 1 and then into MP for processing. This is also what would happen in a system with multiple undispatched kanbans. The conclusion then is that EKCS outperforms TKCS only when it contains no base stock and during low-demand arrival rate and low-backorder (C b ) and shortage cost (C s ) scenarios. Also, the optimal number of undispatched kanbans in the system is one, assuming negligible kanban transfer times.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a performance comparison of Single Stage, Single Product Kanban Control Systems (SS/SP/KCS), namely EKCS, TKCS and BS. Firstly, optimization models for BS and TKCS are described. These optimization models are used to find the optimal Base Stock Level, S*, and optimal number of kanbans, K*, for the respective systems. Then, three scenarios with different simulation parameters are set up to compare the individual KCS performance. The simulation results in this chapter show that BS incurs the highest cost in all cost scenarios, while EKCS is found effective only under very special cases. Also, TKCS is still a very powerful system. The only time EKCS outperforms TKCS is when demand arrival rate is low, and backorder, C b , and shortage costs, C s are low as well, since under those circumstances it does not need to hold stock. The most important insight made was that EKCS behaves like TKCS once it contains base stock (or dispatched kanbans). This chapter also supports the superiority of the pure kanban system, the TKCS, over BS.
BS was developed in the 1960s, while TKCS was developed in the 1970s and EKCS in the 2000s. Naturally, TKCS outperformed BS, because lean production seems to work best for mass-produced products, such as cars, which is where these systems were predominantly implemented. In fact, many publications have described TKCS as the "Just-InTime (JIT)" revolution that made Toyota the biggest car manufacturer in the world (Womack, Jones Daniel T., & Roos Daniel., 2007) . In this chapter, it is shown that BS always incurs the highest cost, as it stocks a higher level of inventory, disregarding the MP processing rate and putting emphasis only on demand arrival rate. All in all, the results clearly illustrate that BS is an inferior control system when compared to pull-type control systems.
To summarize, the main findings of this research are:
1. EKCS outperforms TKCS only when the demand rate is low (<50% utilization rate) and backorder, C b , and shortage costs, C s are low.
2. If EKCS has stock in its output buffer, it behaves exactly like TKCS. Their performance becomes the same, as the optimal number of dispatched kanbans is the same.
3. If EKCS has stock in its output buffer, its undispatched kanbans become ineffective, and the number of kanbans equal the base stock.
4. The role of the extra demand queue for instantaneous transmission in EKCS (Queue D 1 ) is ineffective. This is because, if compared to the TKCS, TKCS also has this functionality but without needing the additional queue. In other words, since we have assumed negligible kanban transfer times, TKCS' kanban queues also act to instantaneously transmit a demand signal. Thus, in this context, adding an extra demand queue for EKCS does not improve its performance at all.
5. Extra demand queues are useful only when EKCS has no stock held in the output buffer. Extra demand queues help lock up undispatched kanbans, which makes EKCS truly stockless.. 6. It has been shown that MS/SP/EKCS behaves similarly to MS/SP/TKCS, assuming negligible kanban transfer times; the optimal number of undispatched kanbans in such a case is one.
Implication for Practice
In practical situations, the EKCS is best applied to managing the production of niche or high net value products. Using car manufacturing as an example, niche market cars such as formulae one Indy cars, or customized luxury cars, have extremely low demands. Manufacturers (or "crafters") do not produce them until they receive orders (Sardi, 2009) . These cars are only produced one unit per time and only per order. These cars also have low backorder and shortage costs as compared to holding costs (Sardi, 2009 ). Well-known luxury car brands such as Ferrari care more for their image than mass production. In other words, their concern is not about backorders nor long customer waiting times; but rather, having too many of their cars on the roads cheapening their image. Hence they even create waitlists for customers who wish to purchase their cars. This is very similar to how EKCS behaves -which has an optimal number of undispatched kanban only equal to one and it performs best only during low backorder and shortage costs scenarios.
As for economical cars such as Toyota or Honda, the TKCS would still be the preferred choice of managing their productions. These cars have medium to high backorder and shortage costs compared to holding costs (Womack et al., 2007) . That is, managers of such production floors cannot afford to keep their customer waiting, or worse, having their customers walk off. These manufacturers stand to lose out if they do not hold stock in the long run. Also, these cars usually have high demands (Monden, 1993) . Similarly, the TKCS performs best during medium and high backorder and shortage cost scenarios, coupled with high utilization rates of more than 50%.
Future work for this research would be to compare Single-Stage, Multiple-Product Kanban Controlled Systems which operate and behave very differently from SP/KCS.
After doing a t-test, we obtained: Figure II2 . JMP Output showing a Data Plot and t test of the Data Samples.
Since we are investigating if mean ATC for EKCS is less than TKCS, we are performing a left tailed test. As such, the respective p-value is 1. As p-value >0.05 (or α), we accept H 0 and reject H 1 . Therefore, we are 90% confident that EKCS outperforms TKCS since its ATC is lower.
The following steps above are repeated for comparing EKCS versus BS. And its p-value is also 1, which is >0.05 (or α), we accept H 0 and reject H 1 . Therefore, we are 95% confident that EKCS outperforms BS since its ATC is lower.
Results of Hypothesis Test
Thirty hypothesis tests were conducted at 95% Confidence Interval for SP/KCS systems. Ten tests were conducted for each for the three scenarios: Low, Medium and High Backorder and Shortage Cost. Overall, in almost all cases, it showed that EKCS does outperform TKCS and BS; except for a few unique cases.
Referring to Table II2 below, there are ten hypothesis tests conducted for Low Backorder, Shortage Cost scenario. Each of it showed a p-value of over 0.05 (or α); which means that the claim of EKCS ATC is lower than TKCS and BS is true at a 95% confidence level.
Referring to Table II3 below, there are ten hypothesis tests conducted for Medium Backorder, Shortage Cost scenario. Most of it showed a p-value of over 0.05 (or α); which means that the claim of EKCS ATC is lower than TKCS and BS is true at a 95% confidence level.
We now examine the two special cases where EKCS does not outperform. Referring to Figure II3 , looking at the data plot we see that the values are very close to one another. This explains why the p-value is only 0.0515, very close to α of 0.05. Referring to Figure II4 , this is a rare case, and indeed the only case that the p-value (0.0193) has fallen below 0.05. Hence, only in this case we are 95% confident that EKCS does not outperform TKCS.
Referring to Table II4 below, there are ten hypothesis tests conducted for High Backorder, Shortage Cost scenario. All of them showed a p-value of over 0.05 (or α); which means that the claim of EKCS ATC is lower than TKCS and BS is true at a 95% confidence level. 
